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Abstract—The article focuses on software technology used to

provide a more engaging and exciting learning environment

for students by introducing a variety of quizzes. Presently,

quiz development can range from simple multiple-choice ques-

tions, true or false, drag-and-drop, dropdown menu selections,

to 3D interactive techniques. This study introduces a system-

atic way of creating an engaging application using emotion

modeling. Emotion models are being introduced in order to

collect and model the systems’ meaningful emotional needs.

According to the findings, agent-oriented modeling is capable

of modeling the emotional requirements of a system and of

transforming these into a specific solution enabling to rapidly

prototype an engaging system. A quantitative study has been

performed on the novel approach to determine the feasibility

of the proposed methodology in terms of analyzing, designing,

and developing engaging applications.

Keywords—emotion modeling, agent-oriented modeling, learn-

ing technology.

1. Introduction

Learning methods such as online quizzes and massive open

online courses (MOOCs) are being introduced to create

a more engaging learning environments relied upon in

teaching students [1]. Engagement a core principle of

motivating learners, as it allows them to select a suitable

topic [2], [3]. Without engagement, it will be difficult to ab-

sorb knowledge and complete courses relying on MOOCs

or other similar applications [4]. The primary domains

of learner engagement are cognitive, behavioral, and emo-

tional [5]. Seeking additional information concerning the

materials, preparing for completing quizzes, and a desire

to learn are all indicators of cognitive engagement [6].

The level of contribution demonstrated by students perform-

ing classroom activities is referred to as behavioral engage-

ment [5]. Emotional engagement refers to the students’

emotional connections with institutions, teachers, peers,

and MOOC material [7]. Positive and negative feelings

are included in the emotional component.

To date, quizzes have evolved from simple multiple-choice

questions [8], true or false, drag-and-drop [9], dropdown

menu selections [9], to 3D interactive techniques [10]. Al-

though lots of online quizzes have been introduced back

in the days, those of the text-based or multimedia variety

failed to engage the students.

How to develop an engaging online quiz? A technique

for eliciting user emotional goals has yet to be found [11].

This may be due to the fact that emotion is a subjective and

complex notion. Despite of that, in order for the application

to be successful, the software developer must address the

emotional needs of the users. Emotion modeling is neces-

sary to capture what the users desire to feel, to ensure that

all user concerns are addressed, to discover new require-

ments, to improve the system, and to reduce application

failure and rejection rates [11], [12]. As a result, the sug-

gested research was driven by a desire to incorporate emo-

tion thinking into all phases of the development process,

in order to reduce the complexity of designing an emotion-

oriented application. Emotional modeling was chosen over

other methodologies because it is utilized to address gaps

in the original unified modeling language (UML), by ex-

tending agent-oriented modeling (AOM). The reason for

this is that conventional software development approaches

were primarily concerned with functional requirements in

order to demonstrate system behavior. Unlike UML, which

is excellent for modeling functional requirements, UML is

incapable of dealing with the human factor.

AOM is an agent-oriented methodology that employs the

concept of an agent at all stages of its execution via mod-

eling steps [13]. In AOM, the interaction diagram depicts

the interactions of agents (human or artificial) with the sys-

tem [12]. AOM is useful for modeling a socio-technical

system. AOM has been used in the Mauritius smart park-

ing system [14], project-based ICT4D Education in the

Field [15], and Digital Media Design [16].

This paper presents preliminary results of modeling an en-

gaging online quiz through the agent-oriented approach.

A systematic approach is introduced to create an engag-

ing application through emotion modeling. A quantitative

analysis of the novel approach is conducted to understand

the feasibility of the proposed methodology. From the find-

ings, AOM is able to model a non-functional requirement

of a system and to transform it into a concrete model for

rapid prototyping of an engaging system.
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2. Emotion Modeling

Student engagement refers to the degree of attention, cu-

riosity, interest, optimism, and passion that learners show

while learning [17]. Engagement is defined as “energy

in action” and symbolizes the connection between a per-

son and the specific activity [18]. In addition, engagement

can be defined as the user’s focus on the application [19].

There are four aspects that need to be taken into consider-

ation in terms of maintaining the users’ involvement in on-

line courses. These include skills engagement (keeping up

with readings), emotional engagement (making the course

fascinating), interaction engagement (having fun while par-

ticipating in small group discussions), and performance en-

gagement (performing well during tests, receiving a decent

grade) [20].

The learning engagement has the potential to in-

crease the performance of a user completing an online

course [21], [22]. For example, when a person receives

feedback from their tutor on their work, it helps them im-

prove their learning process [22]. Meanwhile, when guided

by the instructor, students may develop cognitive abilities

and enhance their understanding of the topic. As a result,

such an approach improves the student’s achievement [22].

In addition, engagement can help address the problem of

user isolation and dropout in online learning. Learner en-

gagement has been bolstered through discussion and in-

teraction with peers and the instructor. Sharing an idea

encourages students to remain involved and to enjoy their

learning experience [23].

A comparison of the findings and functionalities of the

proposed system reveals similarities with those found in

the existing literature [11], [12], [24]–[26]. These similari-

ties include taking into account emotion models which are

introduced in order to capture and represent the systems’

meaningful emotional demands. Those emotion models

are the qualities of individuals that are tied to the roles and

to the system as such [12]. Furthermore, emotional goals

should be given the same weight as functional and quality

goals [11]. In addition, an emotional goal derived based on

the emotion model is associated with its functional coun-

terpart and is expressed as the third goal, after functional

and qualitative goals.

Recent studies fail to fully cover the process of including

emotional goals in the software development cycle. In the

context of software engineering, emotional goals are usu-

ally regarded as non-functional requirements.

There are two kinds of emotional goals. Positive emotions

that the user wishes to feel while interacting with the ap-

plication are classified as emotional goals [12]. Positive

emotions include the feelings of joy, trust, interest, curios-

ity, calm, and surprise. Emotion goals are linked to a goal

model representing how the functional goal could deliver

what the user needs. An emotional threat refers to negative

feelings that represent emotions the user does not desire or

that must be avoided in the application [12], i.e. boredom,

grief, distraction, fear, rage, and frustration.

In a case study involving an emergency alarm system for

orderly persons [12], the emotional goal has been used.

Such a system is developed to keep elderly people safe at

home while they live alone. They may experience emer-

gency situations that require the assistance of emergency

services [11]. Thanks to such a system, an elderly person

can raise an alarm. If the older person requires assistance,

the service provider will contact them. Meanwhile, the per-

sons rely on a well-being check to show that they are doing

fine, by pressing a button on a regular basis. This, how-

ever, fails to address the emotional needs of consumers. As

a result, their independence is threatened. They feel less in-

dependent, because they assume the emergency alarm sys-

tem would stigmatize them as incapable of taking care of

themselves. Furthermore, users lack control over the emer-

gency system because they must hit the well-being button

within a specific time frame. If they fail to press the but-

ton, the service provider will contact them with a reminder

message. Consequently, people feel burdened because they

must check-in on a daily basis.

Emotion modeling is used in smart homes, but accord-

ing to studies, this technology is focused on the system’s

functionality rather than the on the user’s feelings and emo-

tions [25].

Personal and context-specific emotions have been added to

the emotional goal [26]. A personal emotion is defined as

an emotion that a person wants to feel regardless of whether

the system is well designed or not. The context-specific

emotional goal is defined as emotions that a person feels

or desires to feel about the system. A process model is used

for emotion-led requirement modeling. A process model is

introduced to help with emotion modeling in AOM.

The process model begins with determining the activities

that need to be completed. Following that, an activity that

will be investigated is chosen. The next step is to collect

information on the activity. Such data may be obtained

through a combination of interviews, observations, tech-

nology probes, surveys, brainstorming sessions, domain re-

search, and user feedback. Once data is collected, the fourth

step is to extract roles and primary emotional goals. Next,

key functional goals, i.e. quality, and context-specific emo-

tional goals are extracted. In parallel, the modeler defines

the motivational scenarios and the role models that have

not yet been identified together with the personal emotional

goals.

3. An Agent Oriented Approach

AOM modeling takes place at three distinct layers: motiva-

tion layer, system design layer, as well as platform specific

design and implementation layer. The motivation layer is

on the top and was used to discuss the issue and try to

understand what people wanted. This involves the use of

an emotion model, a goal model, determination of the role

and organization, identification of a domain model, and the

Tropos goal model [13].

The system design layer is located in the middle of the sys-

tem. It shows how the system is designed. The motivation
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Fig. 1. Example of an overall goal model of the QuizMASter application.

layer is transformed into system design layer models. It

introduces interaction, scenarios, and behavior models to

illustrate the system’s design.

The system’s lower-level component has the form of the

platform-specific design and implementation layer. It ex-

presses how the system deploys the design models concep-

tually in order to construct a valuable solution by utilizing

a programming platform, technology, and architecture.

3.1. Model Goal, Decide Roles and Organization

In this study, an online quiz called QuizMASter is designed.

It is an educational game-based learning system that is in-

tegrated with an intelligent software agent to provide the

learner with suitable feedback [10].

The entire goal model of the QuizMASter is depicted in

Fig. 1. It illustrates the goals (functional, quality, and emo-

tional) and the corresponding roles [25]. A goal model is

a model that specifies which components of a problem the

roles are capable of solving in a hierarchical manner.

It is made up of several components, including functional

quality and emotional goals, as well as roles. All of them

are organized and structured by the goal model [12] being

the primary tool for discussing the issue with all stake-

holders [12]. They assist in getting an overview of the

overall system but do not provide a sufficient amount of

development-related details.

Furthermore, the goal model enables the stakeholders to

understand the problem, purpose, and requirements of the

system at an early stage. It also uses a simple notation

to improve understanding and communication between the

development team and non-technical personnel [12].

The main goal of QuizMASter is to “handle the quiz”. Sev-

eral system purposes have been translated into functional

goals in order to achieve the main functional aim (sub-

goals), i.e. play quiz, display question, score handle, and

feedback. The learner is responsible for achieving the play

quiz’s functional goal and then enrolling in the course and

submitting the answer.

The quiz master is responsible of accomplishing the display

question’s functional goal. After the learner enrolls in the

course, the quiz master will display the question. The score

handle is made up of the view score and give score sub-

goals. The learner is responsible for achieving view score.

This includes the sub-goals of high score and low score.

The learner will see the top score if he or she submits the

correct answer. If the learner provides a wrong answer,

they will see the low score.

Feedback handles are made up of two sub-goals: view

feedback and give feedback. The learner is responsible of

achieving view feedback. If the student provides the cor-

rect answer, the positive feedback will be displayed and

negative feedback will be shown in response to a bad an-

swer. The feedback handle functional goal is linked to the

“immediate feedback” quality goal [9].

3.2. Emotion Modeling Through Extended Goal Model

The emotional model has two elements: emotional goal

and emotional threat, as seen in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Notation for emotional goals and threats.
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Fig. 3. Example of emotion-oriented goal model for QuizMaster application.

The emotional goal is a non-functional aim that captures,

supports or improves the emotional need, or a goal de-

scribing what the user desires to feel and how people feel

about a specific software application. The emotional goal

does represent a positive emotion (heart shape) in order to

capture or support the user’s good feeling.

The emotional threat is a negative emotion (spades) cap-

turing what the user does not desire or what needs to be

avoided. All negative emotions should be addressed to en-

sure all user concerns are taken into consideration. By

including the negative emotion in the model, the developer

can maintain the traceability of negative emotions through-

out the model. Emotional goals help remind the developer

of the need to prioritize requirements by counteracting or

eliminating negative emotions. However, it is up to the

stakeholders to decide whether a given emotion is mapped

as positive or negative.

Figure 3 shows an example of an emotion-oriented goal

model for QuizMaster. The feeling is based on responses

obtained during the requirement study. The learner wishes

to feel anticipation when submitting an answer. They enjoy

imagining and planning what is going to happen once they

submit their answer. The quiz master wishes to capture

the learner’s interest while displaying the question and the

answer affects the score and result in feedback. When dis-

playing questions, boredom is regarded as a bad emotion

that the quiz master does not want to experience, partic-

ularly while displaying the question [27]. Following the

learner’s response to the question, the quiz master will as-

sign a score and provide feedback. If the learner provides

the correct answer, they wish to experience joy during the

process.

If the student provides a wrong answer, the learner only

wants to be surprised by the low score and negative feed-

back. The student does not want to be sad when viewing

a low score or distracted and then unable to realize their

mistake. The quiz master, on the other hand, wants to be

surprised when giving a low score and does not want to be

angry while providing negative comments.

3.3. Define Emotion Dependency Analysis Through

Tropos Model

From the emotion-oriented goal model shown in Fig. 3, we

can develop the Tropos goal model to define how the inter-

action of a given role can influence the feeling of another

individual role. A dependency may be described as a situ-

ation in which one actor (the depender) depends on another

actor (the dependee) for gaining some dependum [13].

In general, the depender would be able to achieve a goal by

depending on the dependee for the dependum. If the de-

pendee fails to deliver the dependum, the depender would

be unable to achieve its goals on its own, or would not

be able to do that easily. Since emotion is an interactive

mechanism, a model is needed capable of modeling the in-

teraction between the emotion’s elements. The main actors

are the learner and the quiz master.

The quiz master is relying on the learner to display the

question. When displaying the question, the quiz mas-

ter wants the learner to be interested, and not bored.

The quiz master is counting on the learner to provide an

answer. When submitting the answer, the learner wishes

to feel a sense of anticipation. The learner relies on the

quiz master to provide the score. When the learner views

a high score, he wants to feel joy. In case of a low score,
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he wants to feel surprised and do not want to feel surprised,

but not sad. The quiz master wants to feel joy when the

learner receives a high score. The quiz master wants to feel

surprised when the learner receives a low score. The quiz

master does not want to feel sad when giving a low score

to the learner.

3.4. Define the Emotion Handling Strategy Through

Extended Goal Model and Domain Models

Once the emotion linked with goal achievement has been

identified, we can continue to identify the strategy for deal-

ing with the emotion as well as the knowledge entities that

will be influenced by the emotion. This is accomplished

using the goal and the domain models. Figures 4 and 5

show examples of an emotion-oriented goal model for the

expression of joy and a domain model to be applied by the

quiz master. Joy is expressed through the use of a simple

and natural method of notation. The quiz master aims to

demonstrate joy by smiling, giving the student a thumbs up,

playing a clap sound, complimenting the learner, display-

ing motivational images, a bright color background, and

unlocking a new level.

Though several approaches have been developed to measure

and detect emotions, our research focuses on how to model

emotion-oriented applications. Emotions are subjective and

complex, hence there is no guarantee that users will feel

happy using the software. However, it all depends on how

the learner perceives the application [11].

A domain model consists of domain entities and their rela-

tionships. It represents the knowledge that the program is

expected to handle. An object type can be used to repre-

sent such entities. In a system, a domain entity is a mod-

ular unit of knowledge. These include the environments,

services, and types of resources produced and stored by

roles and role connections. Domain entities in our model

correspond to the course, question, answer, score/answer,

and feedback. We will transform the goal model and the

domain model into the design phase.

This includes modeling the emotion component using a sce-

nario model, an interaction model, and a behavior model.

3.5. Designing Emotion-Oriented Application Through

Scenario, Interaction and Behavior Model

Once the approach for dealing with emotion and knowledge

entities has been determined, we may proceed to designing

an emotion-oriented application using scenario, knowledge,

interaction, and behavior models. A scenario model con-

sists of collective activities that must achieve functional

goals. The activities are based on the functionalities de-

scribed in the motivation layer. It provides functionality-

related information by specifying the number, aim, initiator,

trigger, failure, condition, constituent stages, set of activi-

Fig. 4. Example of an emotion-oriented goal model to handle the expression of joy.

Fig. 5. Example of an emotion-oriented interaction model applied by the quiz master.
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Fig. 6. Example of emotion-oriented interaction model for quiz

master.

ties, agent types/roles, as well as quality [13] and emotional

goals [26].

An interaction model can be designed from the scenario

model. An example thereof is shown in Fig. 6.

An interaction model represents a set of interactions be-

tween the application agents. Interaction is defined as ac-

tions in which people exchange information through com-

munication or physical action. The interaction model no-

tation has been expanded by incorporating the applicable

emotional threat in each emotional goal for the specific ac-

tivities, triggers, and situations. The quiz master is the

perceiving agent and the learner is the acting agent. This

is due to the fact that the student starts the exercise by vir-

tually submitting the correct response. When the student

provides the correct answer, the quiz master awards two

points to the student.

In the meantime, the quiz master wants to be happy when

the student gets the right answer. As a result, the quiz

master expresses joy by smiling, showing a thumbs up, and

playing a clap sound.

After that, a new level will be unlocked. Furthermore, the

quiz master wishes to share their satisfaction by display-

ing motivational images, such as graduation pictures, study

groups at the library, or employment-related achievements.

The final step in the process of designing an emotion-

oriented application is to model the behavior model. It

describes the internal behavior of a specific individual agent

within the system by triggering rules and messages in this

final step of designing an emotion-oriented application.

3.6. Build Emotion-oriented Quiz MASter Application

Once the modeling is finalized, we will proceed to imple-

menting the QuizMASter. Figure 7 depicts the evolution

of the application. A 3D character is created to serve as

the game host. Thanks to this feature, the learner will be

greeted at the start of the quiz session, so that they feel

motivated and not bored.

4. Evaluating Emotion Modeling

4.1. Evaluation Through an AOM Survey

A survey of 30 students at FCSIT, Unimas was performed.

28 respondents were studying software engineering, one

computer science, and one network computing. 28 stu-

dents with no prior knowledge of or experience with AOM

participated in the session.

All participants are familiar with programming concepts,

the software development cycle, and UML. The survey’s

goal is to better understand the learner’s function in respect

to each of the AOM model types and to learn how novices

may understand the feasibility of the emotion modeling ap-

Fig. 7. Exported objects: base, happy, worried, and mouth opened.
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proach being analyzed and how to develop an engaging ap-

plication. The survey participants used three dimensions of

the AOM model. The first question involves understanding

the role of agent models in emotion-oriented applications.

These include client validation, implementation, documen-

tation, and clarification [28].

In other words, the questions verify whether AOM is capa-

ble of managing specific modeling requirements in collabo-

ration with the client’s representatives being on the project

team, to specify the system’s implementation-related needs.

We asked if AOM may be used as a potential communica-

tion tool or an understandable artifact among programmers.

The second set of questions examines the user’s function-

alities in connection with each of the agent models in an

emotion-oriented application. These involve creation, eval-

uation, and approval.

The final set of questions explores the rationale behind not

employing any or all agent models in the emotion-oriented

application.

4.2. Evaluation of AOM Survey Data

Figure 8 depicts the findings of a survey concerned with

agent models in emotion-oriented modeling. Clearly, the

majority of students (22 and 21, respectively) believe that

the goal model may be employed for client validation and

clarification. Meanwhile, implementation has been selected

by 19 people asked. Only 16 students believe the goal

model can be utilized for documentation. The domain

model can be used for clarification and client validation,

according to 19 and 18 students, respectively. Only 16

students agreed that the domain model could be utilized

for documentation. According to the findings, 17 students

agreed that the objective of the Tropos model is clarifica-

tion.

This is followed by client validation, which is agreed upon

by 14 persons.

Only 12 of the surveyed believe the Tropos model can be

used for implementation and documentation. It is clear

that clarification was the primary goal of employing the

interaction model. This answer was chosen by 22 pupils.

Fig. 8. Survey results in regards to the purpose of agent models.

This is followed by implementation, on which 19 partici-

pants agreed. The interaction model can be used for client

validation, according to 18 votes. Only 14 students be-

lieve the interaction model can be applied for the purpose

of documentation. According to the chart, clarification is

the ultimate goal of the behavior model. Client validation

and clarification received a relatively low number of votes

(16 and 12, respectively).

Fig. 9. Survey results regarding the user’s role in relation to each

of the agent models.

Figure 9 shows the findings regarding the user’s involve-

ment in respect to each of the agent models in emotion-

oriented modeling.

It can be concluded that 22 students agreed the user was

most likely to be involved in reviewing and approving the

goal model.

While users were less likely to assist in the development of

the goal model, only 15 students agreed with such a choice.

The same is true for the domain model. The user, according

to 19 students, is most likely to be active in reviewing and

approving the domain model.

This is followed by the development option which was se-

lected by 15 pupils only. According to the findings, the

majority of participants (17 and 16, respectively) agreed

that users were most likely to be involved in the devel-

opment and review of the Tropos model. Approval was

a relatively minor reason, with only 14 persons agreeing

thereon. The user was most likely to be involved in the

development of the interaction model, according to 24 of

the surveyed. Review and approval were very minor rea-

sons, with 20 and 19 students selecting them, respectively.

According to the graph, it was development that was the

most popular user role. This was followed by review and

approval as the user’s role, selected by 17 and 16 partici-

pants, respectively.

Figure 10 shows the survey responses in relation to the

various reasons for not employing agent models in emotion-

based modeling. Among other things, the most plausible

reasons include the fact that analysis is not well understood,

that there is insufficient value to justify the cost, and that

it is not useful for most projects.
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Fig. 10. Number of students selecting the reasons for not using

some or all of the agent models.

It is reasonable to conclude that improper understanding

based on an analysis, and inadequate value to justify the

expense were both equally valid arguments for not imple-

menting the goal model. These options were selected by

11 survey participants. The score is seven times greater

than the one for the following options: not useful for most

projects, information captured is redundant, and not bene-

ficial for programmers. Not useful for clients was a reason

that was selected relatively seldom, with only one person

asked agreeing with it. Six persons agreed that the most

important reason for not using the domain model is the lack

of value justifying the expenditure borne. Analysis not well

understood, information captured redundant, and not use-

ful for clients and programmers were all equally popular

as reasons for not adopting the domain model (selected by

4 respondents). Not useful for most projects, meanwhile,

was a relatively unpopular reason, with only three students

choosing this option.

According to the findings, 11 students agreed that being

not useful for the majority of projects is the most impor-

tant reason for not using the Tropos model. This choice was

followed by a poorly understood analysis, on which just 8

peoples agreed. Inadequate value to justify expense and re-

dundant nature of the information acquired were both plau-

sible reasons for not implementing the Tropos paradigm.

Redundant nature of the information obtained and lack of

usefulness for customers were modest contributors, as these

answers were selected by 4 and 3 users, respectively.

One may notice that the most obvious cause for not using

the interaction model was that it was not useful for most

projects. This reason was selected by 10 of the surveyed.

This score is four times greater than that related to the

model not being useful for clients. Only 5 students agreed

that one of the possible reasons for not employing the in-

teraction model was that it was not well understood based

on the analysis conducted. Inadequate value to justify the

expense, information acquired being redundant and unus-

able with programmers were all equally minor reasons for

not implementing the interaction model and were ranked

third.

According to Fig. 10, the most common reasons for not

adopting the behavior model included statements that it was

not beneficial for most projects and that the information

obtained was redundant. This was followed by insufficient

value to justify expense, information acquired being redun-

dant and useless for programmers, which were all relatively

minor contributors. A usability test, on the other hand, was

conducted among 13 students enrolled in the ”data structure

and algorithm” course. They were instructed to experiment

with the quiz application and answer a few questions using

the provided questionnaire, with an emphasis on rating the

amount of usage challenges, understanding the questions

after taking part in the quiz, interactivity, assessing its in-

teractivity, engagement, and usefulness. The rating scale

varied from 1 to 5, with 1 being the lowest and 5 being the

highest score. The students were asked to rate these ele-

ments for text-based quizzes, which are currently employed

in FC-SIT, as well as for the emotion-oriented QuizMASter

application that was developed as part of this research.

Fig. 11. Average rating of text-based and emotion-oriented quiz.

Figure 11 shows the average rating of a text-based quiz

and of the emotion-oriented QuizMASter. The rating for

the emotion-oriented QuizMASter is superior to that of the

text-based quiz, in every way. Difficulties related to using

the emotion-oriented QuizMASter are slightly less promi-

nent that in the case of the text-based quiz, with the score

equaling 2.38 for the emotion-oriented variety and 2.46 for

the text-based quiz. Students believed that after taking the

quiz, they had a better understanding of the questions in the

emotion-oriented (4.23) than in the text-based (3.46) quiz.

The amount of involvement for the emotion-oriented quiz

is also greater than for text-based variety, with the score

amounting to 3.85 and 2.92, respectively. While the level

of engagement for the emotion-oriented quiz is evaluated at

3.85, it is greater than the level of engagement for the text-

based quiz, with its score equaling 3.15. Additionally, use-

fulness of the emotion-oriented quiz is ranked higher than

that of its text-based counterpart (with the scores amount-

ing to 4.15 and 3.46, respectively). The overall level of

satisfaction with the emotion-oriented quiz is rated at 4.00,

while it equals 3.31 for the text-based quiz.
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5. Conclusion

Creating an emotionally engaging learning application is

not an easy task. The emotional anticipation of the user

is a major predictor of the application’s acceptance level.

However, not much study has been conducted into incorpo-

rating user’s emotional expectations into the software devel-

opment cycle. We tried to help by suggesting a systematic

strategy for creating an emotionally engaging application

which would require more validation and verification in

the course of future research.
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